signalling pathways are integrated to control germination [8] . It is also unclear how the mechanisms that break dormancy in freshly harvested seeds relate to those allowing germination of seeds that have been stored for longer periods of time and that therefore have undergone a 'maturation' process sometimes referred to as after-ripening [9] .
The new work of Penfield et al. [3] has provided substantial insights into these problems. The authors screened available gene expression datasets for regulatory factors expressed in seeds, and identified SPATULA (SPT), a basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) protein and thus a putative transcription factor, as a candidate regulator of seed development. Interestingly, SPT had previously been shown to control fruit growth and carpel development. A loss-of-function spt mutant displayed reduced dormancy in the light such that freshly harvested seeds were able to germinate without stratification, unlike seeds of the wild-type Ler strain that require this cold treatment. Conversely, a likely gain-of-function spt mutation completely eliminates coldresponsiveness, hence conditioning reduced germination in freshly harvested seed in both dark and light.
Penfield et al. [3] show that light and cold act synergistically to activate expression of two distinct GA3 oxidase genes and, additionally, they find that this activation is even higher in spt loss-of-function mutants (Figure 1) . A similar phenotype was found to be caused by loss of function of the PIL5 gene, which encodes a protein similar to SPT, indicating that SPT and PIL5 act in concert to repress GA3 oxidase expression and germination.
Nevertheless, despite their common action, there appears to be a division of labour between SPT and PIL with respect to their ability to sense different dormancy-breaking environmental regimes. Thus, SPT contributes predominantly to repression of germination and GA3 oxidase expression in the light, whereas PIL5-mediated repression appears to be more important under conditions of dark and cold. This division of labour is not, however, absolute as Penfield et al. 
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